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Release Notes Patch Release 

Public Patch 991 (2012-03-22) 

1. Origin Product/Version 

Open-Xchange Server 6 v6.20.2-rev2 

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release 

 Open-Xchange Server 6 v6.20.2-rev5 

3. Bugs fixed with this Patch Release 

21816 Sending very long SMS does not get rejected 
 When entering text content that exceeds a typical SMS character count, 

multiple SMS are triggered. To avoid harmful or unintended usage of 
this module, a hard-limit can be configured where very long SMS are 
rejected before sending. With earlier releases the possibility to limit the 
amount of SMS sent was introduced, but not honored correctly. This has 
been resolved. 

21807 Possible data loss when downgrading contexts 
Under certain circumstances, user data was removed without prior 
warning when downgrading user accounts to a lower access 
combination, for example groupware to webmail. This has been fixed by 
generally preserving user data, even if the user cannot access it 
anymore. The new handling covers the process of downgrading users 
after trial periods or accounting issues and giving them the opportunity 
to keep their data when upgrading again. To remove data that a user 
cannot access anymore, the “deleteinvisible” command line tool or the 
corresponding RMI/SOAP call needs to be triggered after downgrading a 
user account or context. 

21566 "Password changed" popup is shown after changing the password  
Several issues regarding incorrect password decryption for 3rd party 
services have been resolved. This specifically relates to the default setup 
where authentication data is stored within the OX database. User 
accounts that were affected by this issue cannot be repaired 
automatically. Users have to remove and re-create their 3rd party 
account if their credential storage has been corrupted before. 
 

Changes of Configuration Files 

- none - 
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Changes of Database Schemes 

- none - 

Changes of Command Line Tools 

- none - 

Changes of Behavior 

- none - 

Changes of Packaging 

- none - 

Changes of Front-End Customizations 

- none - 

4. Changes relevant for Developers 

Changes of the HTTP API 

- none - 

Changes of the RMI API 

- none - 

Changes of the SOAP API 

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API 

- none - 

Changes of the GUI-API 

- none - 
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5. Tests 

 The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.  
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and 
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

 In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed 
 behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not 
 expect other side effects. 
 

6. Fixed bugs 

21816, 21807, 21566 


